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CORNWALL HISTORIC CHURCHES TRUST

Application for a grant towards the cost of restoring or repairing a Cornish church with historic associations or possessing architectural features of special merit

This form is designed to be completed on a word processor by inserting the answer under each question.  Please email the document back to the Secretary as an attachment to an email.  It should not be more than two sides long.

1.	Name of Church and details of Listing (if any)

2.	Archdeaconry

3.	Details of any historic associations or particular architectural features

4.	The church is SUBSTANTIALLY (bold appropriate box)
   Pre 1600    |    Pre 1700     |    Pre 1800    |    1800 to 1850   |   1850 to 1900    |   after 1900

5.	Details about the repair work








6.	Details about the cost of the repair work






7.  	Name of architect or building adviser


8.	Date of faculty
(While an application will be considered without a Faculty, no grant will be paid until a Faculty has been obtained, and a copy produced for CHCT)


9.	Name, address, telephone number, and email address of  Main Point of Contact: Incumbent, Churchwarden, PCC Secretary or organiser of the restoration scheme.  Wherever possible, communication will be by email.


10.	Population of the parish 


11.	Number of Easter octave (Easter Day and six days following) communicants


12. 	Details and results of applications to other bodies (e.g. English Heritage/Lottery, Historic Churches Preservation Trust, local authority):



13. 	Details of any insurance income received or likely to be received in connection with this repair work:   



14. 	Parish fund-raising efforts:
(a) Amount raised towards the project, so far
(b) Further sums you anticipate can be raised



15.	C.H.C.T. sponsored annual event. The extent to which the church has been able to play an active part in the Trust's recent sponsored events.  Amounts raised in the last two years and any plans you have for future participation?  



16.  Is the PCC a corporate member of the Friends of Cornish Churches?



17.	Any other information which might be helpful to the Trust when considering this application - 


18.	If grant is approved we will pay the grant by electronic transfer, for which we need the following details:
	Bank Account Name

Sort Code
Account Number




19.	Please attach to this application electronically if possible, snail mail if not - 

(a) Copy of the church's latest annual accounts; and
(b) A published leaflet giving details about the history and architecture of the building.



Date

Name of person completing form with address, email address and telephone number if not previously stated at Paragraph 9   (indicating whether Incumbent, PCC secretary or scheme organiser etc.)

